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This paper is a continuation of [3] and. presupposes the results proved there. 
The main theorem of this paper is Th,zorem 5.17, the co,,exing lemma for K, 
which asserts thttt, provided that there is no inner model with a measurable 
cardinal, then for every uncountable X tl~ere is Ye  K with X= Y and X _c y. The 
reader will reeog~'~ise that this is an adap:afion of the covering lemma for L, and, 
indeed, that ff K should chance to be L (which happens precisely when 0 # does 
not exist) then tlqs statement reduces t(~ the covering lemma for L. It is in two 
senses the best possible result: firstly, if the~'e is an inner model with a measurable 
cardinal, then the: property ascribed to K fails; and secondly, there is a generic 
exter~sion of K (indeed of L) that g~ves to ~o~ cardinality ~01 but cofinality to; it 
follows that the ~estriction that X be unce~untabte cannot be removed. 
The covering l~:mma for K has tlhe following consequence for infinite cardinal 
arithmetic: Supp,:~se that there is no i~ner model with a measurable cardinal. Then 
for singular/3, cf(/3) ~< 3' < 13 ::>/3~ = 2 ~. i3 + and hence by a theorem of Bukovsky 
[1] if we let 0 = 2 <°, then 
(a) if, for som~ .V</3, 2v=0, ther,~ 2a =0;  
(b) otherwise 2a = 0 ÷, 
The reader wl~o has already tackled [2] will find the strategy of the following 
proof familiar. Firstly, we deal in Sectioi~ I with a couple of problems arising out 
of (3]. Then we I)rove (Section 2) that if there is a map ~r :K---~, K such that for 
solrle K, 
~a) "xlK =id l  ~, l r(K)>~; 
~b) zr(~) is re~ular; 
then there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal. The result is true even 
without (b) but ~he proof is more involved, and the stated result suffices for the 
covering lemma. Section 3 contains ome messy technicalities about well founded- 
ness. Those unf~miliar with the general a~gument would be well advised to read 
as far as Corol!a~'y 3.16 and *hen skip to S,~ction 4, which disposes of all the cases 
of the covering ?~emma that resemble the proof in [2]. The remaining case is in 
Section 5. 
It was originally our intention that this article should conclude our account of 
our joint work ~n K. It has turned o~t that the covering lemma for L[U] and 
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L[U, C] involves more work than we had realised; in the interests of [,re,5~zeing an 
accoant of the main result as speedily as possible ~ it is now t~ve yea~s ince it 
was proved~we have decided to pre,~ent these last two results in a .3eparate 
paper "The covering lemma for L[U]". 
The authors would like to repeat t~eir thanks to all those whose help is 
acknowledged in the preface to [3], They are also indebted to New College, 
Oxford, who made possible the typing of the .aanu~cript. 
1. Ptdhnhun'ies 
We shall not repeat the preliminary material from [3]. But a ~f~:w extra 
comments wil?, be in place. 
Two small errors, first. Claim 2 of Lemma 2.12 is false; this hall of the 
inequality is never used. And although the S,, hierarchy is alwa~ assumed 
transitive (e.g. in the proof of l.emma 5.19) this is not true for the us~ml finite 
basis of, say, [5]. It is not difficult o devise extra functions that will make it so. 
Corollary 3.21, though true, is insufficient for the results in this l:.aper. It is in 
fact the case, using the notation there, that ~(K)NX~(N~)= 9~(~:)n2~(/~,}) for all 
i, j, although this is not necessarily true if o~ is replaced by n; the procff follows 
from tKe techniques used to prove the result as stated. 
2. Em~din~ of K 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose ~r : K--->~_, M where M is an inner model of ZFC. Then M = K. 
ProoL Note that ~r:K--*~,M implies ~r:K-%M. It is clear lhat i~,:t~K for 
M~'dx3N (N is a mouse AxeN) .  So suppose M~K;  let N be a mca~:se not in 
M. Suppose N = J~ with U normal on ,: in N and let O be regldar and greater 
than sup~<°,w"(K). Let N°=N,  N~+a=zr(N'*). Iterate N ~ to O ge'tfing /Q~: 
suppose O, =Onr~n. Now if /~ /~ l ,  then FC°~M, so N~iM, con~:radieting our 
assumption, so .~Q" e No.. Hence for all iterates N°~ of N ° above w(~), .A"(N')÷t e 
N~,,. So for all iterates N~ of N ~ above ~r"+t(~), A "~'~"+'~*~  N~.. Hence .?~..1 ~ K,~ 
for all n. So O. > 0.÷~. Contradiction! [3 
~ a  2.2. Let K be regular. Let ~r:K---~x,K with lr(~)=K, ff the first point 
moved. Then K is measurable in some in~ter model. 
Proof. Set X = rng(1r). For ff ~ a ~< x let .X, = h (a LI X) where h is the canonical 
Skolem function for K. Let ~,, : M,:~ X, where M is transitive. 
,tr. : K- -~,  K (1) 
Proof. w'~x¢r:K--~x, Mo So M= K by Lemma 2.1. ~(1) 
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If X, , f :K  ~plaee ~ by ¢r~w. So we may assume X ,=K.  Set ~r~a= 
r r~r , , (~  ~a ~ ~!; ~ ~). Then ¢r~ = ~r, w, = .~d~'K. (K, (~r,~)~.,,.,n<.) is a commuta- 
tive system of vtaps. Say ~r~(~)= K.
X~={'~r,,( f)(v).v<%f:~c~--~KinK} providedetisp.r, closed. (2) 
Proof. Say x ~ ~.  le t  x = h(i, (~r(.y), v)) for v < ~, 3' ~ K (a single v suffices since 
a is p.r. dosed). Define f :~- -~ K by f(/3)= h(i,(3", ~)). Then 
r ~ (V~)(.C(t~) = h(i, (v, t3))), 
so 
X~ ~ (~ ~)(,r,,~)(~i) = h(i, (¢¢(3"), {3))). 
In particular, x = ~r,~(f)(v). I"3(2) 
+ such functions So X~ N K = ~¢r~ (f)(v): v < c~ a [ :: ~, -~ K, in K}. But there are K~
in K and (~:  <K so: 
X,~ f t ~: is bounded in ~ [or a < ~. (3) 
Let C = {a < r :  a = r ~ X~}. C is cub in ~ by (3). ~ = rain C. For t~ e C, ,tr,~(a) = ~, 
~r~ ~ a = id [ ao For conveniem.e we write ~ = (a+) ~. 
mg(~r,~) f3r a is colinal in "c a. (4) 
Proof. We sha!,! show rng(cr)f3~'~ cofinal in ~'~. X~=K so r,----{~r(f)(v):v<K, 
f :  ~ ---*- ~-~ in K}. Suppose 3' < ~',- Say 3' = ~r(f)(v). Let q = sup mg f. q < ~'~ of 
course. Now ~ (q) > 3'. [i](4) 
For a a C d~fine U~ = {X e ~(,~) rl K: a e ~r, (X)}. 
(I~o, U,,) is amenable. (5) 
(/~o, U~)g'U~ is a normal measure on a ' .  
Now we split into two cases. 
Case 1: cf(."k)>~. 
Set U= U~,:,~ 7r(U~ rlK~). Then (/~., U) is amenable and <K,., U)~ 'U  normal 
on t( ~. 
U is ~o-closed (i.e. Xt ~ U, all i E oJ ~ [") Xi ~ 0). (6) 
Proof. Let X~ q Ill for i < (o. Pick ~1 < r~ with X~ ~ K n for all i < oa. Let (Y~: v < K) 
K enumerate U N K~. Set Y := {k : A e f')~<x Y,o}. Then Y e U. Let Xi = Yw Take 
AeYwi th  Xz:,v~ ( /<to).  Then XE~.3~.. D(6) 
(7) 
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u , U '  = U tq In u. Then For (K,., U} is rud dosed so I&.d c_ K;, Let 
j.u,~ U' normal on K. (8) 
Lu'~ U' normal on •. (9) 
Proof. Suppose not. So there is 8~7~ with v~,(.l~"')N@(~)~J~ i'. rak~, • 8 least 
such. Then Is u' is a mouse since U'  is to-dosed, So j t r  ~ K :ff ju ,  ~ K,, g.~ ju  ~ K~. 
But (K,., U) is amenable. So 
I J~d  ~-- rudo( JD_  r~.  
Contradiction! 1"3(9) 
In fact: 
U '= U. (10) 
Proof. ~(n) f IK=~(K)nL  u' so U'c_U is a~ ultrafilter on ~(~c)t'lK. So U '= 
U. UO0)  
Case 2: cf(~) = to. 
Lel v ~ On. There is ao~ C such lhat 7r~(v) = v for all ,~,/3 ~ C (11) 
such that ao<~ ~,  
Proof. Let F be the set of limit points of C. Then K = L_Ja<~ rng(~r~,) fo:: ~ ~ F. So 
there is 6 < a with v c rng(%~). Take F'  stationary _ - r  such that for all a ~ F', 
, i~<a and u~mg(Tra~). For a~O and a , /3~F '  we have 
-1  -1  ~ -1  , 
# ira)(,,) <~ Ir~2(,). 
So to avoid an infinite descending chain there must be a o ~ F '  such that !!or a t> ~o, 
ot 6 F ' ,  
• "gL(v) = ~r?d(~). 
Set ~ = ¢r~to(V). Let ao~a<~;[3. Pick some 3,~/3, y~F' .  Then 
Now select a monotone sequence v~ ~-: X Cl % with sup ~,~ = %. Pick a ~ such that 
~r.a(v~) = v ~ for i<co whenever ~o-<-a :-~8. Set 
v'. = ~rZ~(v~), U:. = tL  n K,,,. 
~(U. ) -  a f°rao <~a (12) 
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Proof. Let [~ be the K-le~.st mao of g onto ~(~<)NKo,. Then w=~(s~)=f. Set 
=th~ K-least map of a onto ~(t~) f~K~,. 
Then 
= t;~. ~(12)  
Set U=U~<~ rr~(U~) fc~r a>~o.  
T ->x or,, t K,, :(K~., U, ) -  .~,(K~., U). 
(K~., U) is amenable and 
(K~., U>~U normal on K. 
X ~ U.'-~ C \ X is bo*mded in ~ for X ~ ~(K) N K. 
Proo:. Let X--- ~r~(X), ~ ~ao.  Then 
U is o-complete by (14) so the proof concludes as in Case 1. 
(~3) 
(14) 
The nex-t lemtaa is a modification ot Lemma 2.2 that we shall need in Section 5. 
Lemma 2.3. L~rr ~. be reg,.dar in K. SupFose %(== K +~) has uncountable cofinality. 
Suppose (K~., U> is amenable, and (K,: U)~ U normal on K. Then U is normal on 
K in L u. 
Proof. This is jl.~st (7)-(10) in the proof of Lemma 2.2. But it~ (9) we do not know 
that Jus" is itel"able since U is not necessarily ~0-elosed. N=J~ r" is a critical 
premouse. Let o~> ~ ~ 0~r +~. Set p = P~r, A = A~. Then p3  ~1 and tJ~'l = IJou"A1, 
N'=t~.  
As in normal fine stn~cture (e.g. [217 we can show cf(p)=cf('q)>os. Let 
I = {,, < p: ~ < ~., I s~ = Is~'At, p~,' ~ ]~. 
I is cofinal ~n p, since el(0) > a~. For v ~ I set N ~ = j~1.a and 
o ,~ : /~ '~ N ~ ! h~(K U {pN,}), 
where jqr~ is tr~msitive. Say . /~ = J~,  jj~u~x.t= IJ~,.I..u 
Claim 1: u_  
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Proof. Let M TM =J~ be the critical premouse such that M '=/~.  Th¢~l UNM ~'= 
UNJ  u (some fi~<~l) since UNM"c_  UNKr" c_ UA/W c_UnJL~'c_ unJu~. 
So c~, ~< & Now ~.~ = p~,  ~< v < P -- 0)¢" so a~ ¢- 8, i.e. a,, < 8. But  1 u.. ~ collapses 
to r so N ~ ~ = K; but either ~ = 8 or ~! is an N-cardinal. Either w~y ~ < 71. So 
Y~e K , .  l-l(Claim 1) 
Now U is normal in (K,., U) so K,, ~ju,, is iterable. 
Claim 2: N' is iterable. 
Proof. ~1 ~ is iterable for v~L  Let ( /~,~r~,~')  be the iteration. Define 
~r~: N]{--~/V~ by 
c~ = ((r,)-~r~, 
r.r ,,__ .r Orb-r, O'I "71"ij - -  qr i j  
~r~'(x~)=x~ for i< i .  
((N~)~,r,{(rff) . . . .  ~) is a commutative system, d(O)>o~; let (N~,(~r~')) be the 
well-founded limit. Say N~ transitive. Define ~r~ : N~-+~-, N~ to make l he following 
commute: 
Then (N~, ~r~) is the iteration of N', D(aaim 2) 
But c f (0)>o so ~r~i is strong, so N is a mouse. The rest of the proof is as in 
Lemma 2.2. [] 
3. Wel l  foundedness 
(CL) is the statement: 
(CL) Let X be an uncountable set of ordinals. Then there i~; Y ~ K such ~hat 
X c_: y and X = Y. 
We may assume from now on thwt 0 ~ exists: for if it does not K = L and so 
(CL) is the result of [2]. 
Det l im~n 3,L Let ~>a~ 2 be a K-c~xdinal. ~- is suitable iff wtaenevcr o J z<y<r  
and K~°3, is regular', then cffT)>(0. 
(*) is an (apparently) weaker for~ of (CL): 
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( '1  Let ~->to.~ be a suitable K-cardinal. Suppose X~_r is cofinal in r and ~<~.  
Then there is Y e K such that X___ Y and ~'g < r. 
Lennna 3.2. ( , )  ~ (CL). 
Proof. (CL) ~, (*) is trivial. Suppose (*), but (CI,) fails. Take X with sup X = ~, T 
minimal, X not covered by any Y, X uncountable. 
(11 r>o2. 
For if r<¢o=, then ~=~o I so Y=r  satisfies (CL). If 1- = co2, then X=¢o= and Y=r  
would do again. 
(2) If r is ~ot a K-cardinal, there is Y~K such that X~Y and YK<r .  
For Y = r will satisfy tiffs. 
(31 If 7 is at K-cardi~ ~, then r is suitable. 
Suppose not. So there 3' < r, y > ~0> ,/regtdar in K, cf(y)= ¢o. Let 3' be least 
such Then 3" is suitable, so by (*) there is Y~K such that Y__. 3' is cofinal in 3" 
and ~r  < 3'. Contradiction! 
(4) There i~.; ~ ' E K such that X ~_ Y' ~ad ~-,K <.r. 
Either by (2) or by (3) and ( * )  
(5) There i,~; Y~K such that XG "~ and .X= 35, 
Let 0 = ~,,K Let f~K with f:O~¢:~ Y', Set X'=~"X.  X '~o<r  so there is Z~K 
such that X' :~ Z, X = Z, Z ~_ p. Let Y =.f"Z. 
But X was supposed to be uncovered. Contradiction! [] 
So it will suffice if we show that either (*) holds or there is an inner model with 
a measurable cardinal. 
Let T'>¢o: be suitable, X~T '  cofinal in r', X<~' .  If r '  is a cardinal it is 
singular. So we can pick a '  regular such that .K<a '<T ' ,  c02~a'. If r '  is not a 
cardinal we can certainly find reguT~ar ~' auch that J~ < a '< ~-', a '~  co 2. Fix r', a '  
with these properties. So 
(1) a '  is regular, 
(Z) ~<a'<r ' ,  ~o=~', 
(31 if 3, >I o '  is regular in ~, ,  then d(~,,) > a~. 
The proof tal~es place in a generic extension in which ? '=  a' .  (1)-(3) are preserved 
in the extension. Clearly if we can find Y~ K with X_  Y and ~.K <. , ,  then Y has 
these properties in the ground model. Aiso since for any mouse N which is the 
~0th mouse it~.~rate of its core C~ ~ tbe graund model K is unchanged (actually K 
is preserved in all generic extensions). 
Fix f : e~' ~-~ K~,. For ot < a' ,  ~ = ~t~'a. I.et i '  = {c, < a ' :  (i)--(v) hold}, wh,~re 
(i1 xc_X,,  
(ii) a > oa~, 
(iii) a =~'nX~,  
(iv) (X~, D n X~)< (K,,, D n K,.), 
(v) if VE3~\a  is regular in /~,, then cf(IX~ ny l )>ox  
F is ¢o~-closcd and cofinal in a'~ 
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For r, e F set 
wher~ g~ = t~[~. ] .  
The next lemma is the nearest thing to a condensation lemma for the K~ 
hierarchy that we have. 
Lemma 3.3 .  /)= = D,o = D n ¢~. 
Proof. Le t / (  = /~,  £) = £)o, ~r = ~=. I f /C  ~ N is a mouse, then N is a mouse, since 
to~eK, by [3,5.22]. So ~)~_D.~_D~'r 2. Suppose N is a raotu;e at ~<r  and 
IC;,I-- to. 
Claim: Ne  K. 
Proof. Case 1: K < a. 
(L=[D],D)~(I~,,D~,) since ~r,~ t a =id ~ a and 7r,(a) = a' .  So Dn,~'~=Drla 2. 
So N e/~. 
Case 2: K~a.  
of(K) = to. So K is not regular in/( .  Take Me/ (  such that M is a mouse at K' > K, K 
not regular in M. Suppose 0 regular >K' and M6, Ns are the respective iterates of 
M,N. If Moc_No, then K is sing~d~r in No, so K .is singular in N. But N~K 
measurable. So No e Mo. 
Hence A.~ (r~+~ E ~(K') N Mo = ~(,<') N M. But core(N) = the unique core mouse 
/V with n(N)=n(N),  p~cN~+~_p~¢m+~_ - : A +~-A~r-  . So core(N)ez/~. So Ne  
/L [] 
The rest of the section deals with the technicalities of well foundedness. We 
have presented the ful~ ,ietails for those interested, b~.lt he reacier who assumes 
that the results are 'jusl like L '  will not be far wrong. 
Let M = J~ be given. Say a e 1. ~, = ~r,, ~r = or=, lr ~-: B. For the time being we 
make no assumptions about M. 
K~ is calico: a base for M if/ 
for T < r. Assume ,~ ~s a base for M. 
De le t ion  3.4. 
= S~'~ = {f ~ M: dora(f) ~ -y < ~ (some V)]i, 
S = S ='Iv' ={~f, X): 1¢e SAX e 'n~(dom(f))}. 
Or, x>-<g, y )~ <:r~ y> e ~r({<z~ w): I(z) = f(~)}). 
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is an equivalence relation. Let [(f, x)] b~: the equivalence class of (f, x). 
[3, x]~ *[g, y ]~ <x, y)~ ~'({(:.,, w):fCz) ~ f(w)}), 
A*@~, x)]) ~ x e ~r({z: f ( z )  ~. A}), 
IM*I =: fro]: v ~ S}, 
M '~ = V/* = (IM*I, e*, A*). 
Lemma 3.3. L,,t ~ he ~o. Then 
M* ~ d,([(.fl, x~)] . . . . .  [~f,, x~)]) ~ J:" ~ ¢r({~: M~cbb"x(zt)" • f~(z,,))}). 
l l~mt. As Los theorem. [] 
Definition 3.6. ~r M= w*:M--*  IMr* i,'~ defin:d by 
~r*(x) = [~cnst, I-{0}, 0)] 
where cnst~(v) =x all v < ~, (some 3,). 
Lemma 3.7, ~* : M-~,  M*. 
/ 
Proof, By Lemma 3.5, w*: M---~zfld*. Suppose x ~ M*. 
Say x =[(f, z)]. Let y = rng(f). Then x ~* ~r*(y). So w* is cofinal. The rest of the 
proof is just like [3, 3.7]. [] 
Just like [3, 3.8] we can prove: 
L..~alma 3.8, If M* is well founded cmd (X, fi,) ~ M* with X transitive, then X = J~ 
for some [3. 
By the well-,founded core of M* we mean 
/Q = ~x e M*: there is no s,~quencx ~, ~* x~ ~* x2 ~ • • '}. 
hTl is an e*-initial segment of M. 
From now on we shall assume /Q tiansitive. Hence [(id ~,/3)]=[3 for an5' 
< v' such that [3 e ~r(x) where id ~ = ida' x. ~Such an x exists since ~r is cofinal.) So 
In fact, 
[(cns1~ -{0}, 0)] = [(id, w(x))] 
(0, ~r(x)) e ¢r({(z, w):cn,;t, ~- {0}(:) = id(w)}) 
:= ",r({/,z, w): z = O.~x = w)) 
~= ~({(o, x)}) 
:= ((0, ~,(x)>}, 
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so, since transitivity implies [<id, ~-(x))] = ~r(x), 
~r*(x) = ~r(x) 
for x~K,  NM.  
Suppese [(f, x)]~/Q, 
~r*(.f)(x) = [(cnst¢ I-{0}, 0)]([<id, x)]). 
And by Lemma 3.5, 
[{cnstf k{0}, 0)]([{id, x)]) = [Q; x>] ~-~ 
<'-> (0, x)~ ~r({(z, w): cnst¢ F{0}(z)(id(w)) =f(w)}) 
,--,(0, x)~ ~r(i<z, w>: z = 0^/ (w)  =/ (w)}  
so [(f, x>] = ~*(/)(x).  
Lemma 3.9. Let M* be well [ounde.do 
(i) Suppose r<, /<[3 ,  where Mg"y  is a cardinal' and [J'~I=H~. Say N=J~.  
~,en 1Q = N "~ is defined, and if ~r = wry- and !Q = 1~, then INt = H~¢" and ~r =-- ~r*~ N. 
I f  ~/ is regular in IVh then q = ,r*(y). 
(ii) I f  r <~ ~ ~ [3 and K ,  : H M and ~r' = ¢c* ~ I~, then M* = It,f ~ and ~r * = ~r '~. 
Proof. (i) Since IN[ = H~ and K, is a base for M, K~ is a base for N. Hence N ~ is 
defined. [/QI = H~ ~* follows from cofinality of "~. And ~r = w*FN since they have 
the same definition. Finally, if ~r~(-/)> q, since X < l r*(~).~ A = lr*(f)(x) where 
rng(f) G ~ < q and x 6 K,,, ~r*(~) is singular. So "V is singular. 
(ii) /~  is dear ly a base for M. ,r ' ( f )(x)= ¢r*(f)(x) so M* = M ~'. Hence ~r*= 
.firM [] 
Next we apply the abo~e theory to mice. As ip L the essential po i r t  is tile 
definition of a vicious sequence. Suppose N is a n-,ouse at K ~> ¢ and K~ is a base 
for N. Then K, is a base for N'. Let N*= N" ,  ~r*= ~r N'. If FU' is not well 
founded, then there are f~ ~ S, xi ~ ¢r(dom(fi)) with [(fi+t, xi. , I)]~*[~, x,)] for i <~o. 
Note that if ~ ,x i )  is such a sequence so is (g~, yi) whe:re rng~)~grng(g)  and 
y, = ~' (g? 'L ) (~, ) .  
Suppose N'=J  # and N '~U i.~; a normal measure. Let F3" " '  F9 (=:V A) be as in 
[3, Section 1]. 
Definit~n 3.10. Let (fi, :q)~ S (i <~o), Let -< >- I~ the G~klel 'pairing' function. 
(f~, r.), /<co, is a vicious sequence for N'  iff for all ~: 
(ii) ff ~ ,vedom~) ,  ~:<10, then <k,~;v>-~dom~. .~)  and /,,t({k, v, ,})= 
F~ff,(,,), f,(,)); 
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(iii) ~+l(0) = (~, v, sU'A~ where: 
(a) a < ~ < 8i+t (recall v = ~..,), dom(f~) c 8~ ~ rng{J~), 
(b) if K, ~'~/ is the largest cardinal', then y < 8~ and rng~)N r ~_ 8~+:, 
(e) v~ ~_ ,~ is finite, v, c v,.~, 
(d) K<t~, -  e ~A'U n ,~'A'tr~u 
(e) ~ e S~ "ts is S~'U-definabl.e from o~ U pr,.- 
By the remarks before the definition, if N ~ is not well founded, then there is a 
vicious sequence for N'. 
Lemma 3,11. Let ~,  x~) be a vich;,us sequence. Then sup 8~ = ~'. 
l~oot. Suppose not. Let X=U~rng~).  Take -¢ least such that X~_J~ "A. Then 
IJ~'"l = Is~ (b~ (iii) (d)). X is rudt,.a-closed and contains SO "A for cofinal/s. < co3,. 
So X-" rtr.A (as in [3, 3.7]). Say 
Cr:~' '~X, 
/~,=jO,~,. Let iS=sup, 8~, v=ljv~, the~ X=hj~,.~.(~l, Jl) t..J{pN,}) ; so  N'= 
h~,,(8 LI fi U/~) where cr"fi = v, cr(~) = p~,; 8 ~_ X so cr"8 = 8 (by (a)), 
Say N' is a l~remouue at ft, 6c  i~ so p~,<~ff, so/Q' is critical, or:/V ~, j t s .a  so it 
can be extended to ~ :/V--~z, N where /~" is a mouse and (N)'=/V', in the usual 
way. I f /Ve K~ and ~ = cr-X~), then (~: i  <~.~)e K_~. But r '  is in the well-founded 
core of N*. 5;0 NdK~. a<8<r  and d(8}=c0 so K~g8 singular. Suppose 8 
singular in N. Then if K~'there is a larg.est cardinal', 6 = XNv ((iii)(b)) so 
(r(8)~>r. But cr(8)=8 since 8 singular in/V. By hypothesis, 8<r ;  so /~g there is 
no largest cardinal. Take ~/= (g+)~. cf(v)> a~. Let 8 '= (6+)~. Th~n 
6' ~< sup(X N -/) 
= I_1 sup(rng~)~-y) 
<% 
So 8' ~egular in N but not in/15 
If 8 regular in JV let 8 '=& ':~ake M~K. ,N  a mouse at ~ '>~'  with M~8' 
singular. Take 0 regular, 0 :> ~', iL If Ms ~-/~, then 8' is singular in N~, contradic- 
tion! So N~ e M~. So core(/V)e/~. But N '= h~(SLI/SU~) and 6 is countable so 
the order type of C~8+ost<' r ,  so/Ve/~.  Contradiction! [] 
CoroEary 3.]L~ If d(~-)>~, then N* is wel~ foumted. 
Lemma 3.13. Let (N~t, (r~, ~i) be the iterazion of N'. Set N~ =N~ "~, ~r*= ~r N;, 
~* = ~r*i (K,). Suppose l~j is well founded, then 
(a) N~, is the ith iteration of N* for i <~ g 
(b) let o'~ :N*~ --~x~ N* ~ be the iteration ma~s (i ~ k <-]). Then cr*k crik = cr~ vr~ and 
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Proof. Define c* :N '~ -+ N~ by:: 
** ( [ ( / ,  v)]~.) = [(,r,~ q), ~,)]<. (x) 
So ~ is well founded, and, by our conventiov, transitive. So 
~*(=*q)(~))  = =~,~ 93(~), (2) 
w* = w*, and 
(3) 
Now let S~={[eS"a%:mg( f ) _~} (i~k~j). Then ~i~----S~, for k~i, since 
~(~)  rl Nk ----~(Ki) f'l Nv For I, g e S~ set Xf~ = ~r({(v, t"): f (v )< g(z)}). 
~r~:(K,) ={'n'*(D(v): f~  ,¢i~ ^  v ~ dora(f)}, (4) 
So 
rt*(K,) = ~r*(K,) = K~*, (67 
cr*~K*=id[J¢* (by (5) and ~.~ =S,) ,  (7) 
o'*(Ki) = K* (by (3) and (67). 
Suppose N~ = lt,~*Ar U~ normal on K*. ~Io complete the 1emma w,~ need: 
(b~, or*, K*) is the iteration of N*. 
This will foUow from: 
,~* ~ ~*(x )  ~ x ~ ~ (i < k ~ i, x ~ ~,~*)  c~ N~*). (9) 
Proof of (8). Let x ~ ;~.  Then 
= ~r*(g)(¢) (some g ~ ;~=.N,, "r ~ ~r(dom(g))). 
But g = ( '~ (0(Ki), some i < k, with f ~ N~, f :  K~ --~ Nv Say f(v) a S,,N,, v < K~. Define 
g' E ;S=N~ i3y g'(~')(v) =/(v)('r). Then 
:'~ = =*(~,~(t3(K,) ) (~) 
= ~*(,~,~ q))(~*)(~) 
= =*(~r,~ (g'))(~-)(~*) 
= ~*(=*(g')(.))(~*). 
Clearly, ~r*(g')(~) : K* ~ N~*. 
Proof ol (9). Let X~(K*)nN~.  Then 
X==*( / ) (v )  for feS  "N,, rng(f)__q~(uJn/% 
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Then cr*(X)=~=*cr~, f f ) (v) .  So 
~*  ~,  ~(x). , - . -  ,, ~ ,,,'(('r: ,,:, < o',~ (.f)(-,')}) 
*.,- ve  =({',-: f(-,') e UA) 
*.,- X E t-h. [ ]  
Ctrtollar~ 3.1~ I f  cf(~-)>60, then N* is iterahle. 
l.,emmA 3.1~. ~t  r be a K-cardinal  and suppose that for all mice N at K ~ r, N* is 
well founded. "hen there is "?r ~_ w such that ~ : K--~,v , K. 
]Proof, Note t tat since r is a K-cardinal, K ~ ~-~ K~ is a base for N. Take K 
regular, K>r  ~ O~ =ar~. (see [3, Section 6]). Let O*=O ~, ~r*=rr °. Say (9 *= 
U* I0 . ,  U norm~ at K*=lr*(~¢). 
(1) 
Suppose ~1 < *r Then 
~r*(r~|l ={~*03(v): (f, v) ~ S-O A rng(/) ~ ,/}, 
so =*(n) -<(~.- .~")  ~ <~ so ~r*('ri)<K. 
0"~0 and!rng(,rr*)f30* is cofmal in 0 ~. For a<8,  N=J=F Prc.<K, set 
N* = w*(N). :lay N* - r u• . .  -~ , . ,  or*<0*, p~.,<~. Set 
C* = C~. = *r*(CN). 
Then C* is ,ub in K. But if X~U*NN*  then C*\X  is bounded in K. So 
N* = J~  So 
Q* -- .v~'. (2) 
But there are ~rbiU'arily large o, < 0* with J~, a critical premouse and (~n)pT, t-< K- 
So 
O = ( *, Q = O* ,  (3) 
But K~ = H°§  Set ~r ~ = It* I K~. So 
rr ~ K.--*~, K .  
and w('~=w - by Lemma 3.9. If K '>K is regular, then ~r C'') tK ,=~r  ~) by 
Lemma 3.9. 
Let @=U r ~'>. [ ]  
Corollary 3.: 6. I f  cf(r)> co and r is a K-cardinal  there is ~r ~_ w swch th '~t 
¢t : K - -~,  K. 
The readel~ who is fed up with well-foundedncss could now skip io Section 4 
and read the proof of (CL. for cf(r')>to. 
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If ef(~")= co we shall show that there are still sutticient l~ints in F where all 
mice M with base /~ have M* well fotmd,~d. 
For ~i ~a ,  ~,a ~ F, set ~r~ = ~r~  o ara, Then 
, r~ : ( /¢. ,  O , . ) - ,~ , ( /¢ . ,  O, . )  
eofmally, ~ro~r~ = ¢r~ and 
~a : (K~., D..)-'*~, (g.~,, D.,). 
SO (K.,, D:,) is the direct limit of ((K~., D~o),~<.,, (rr~)~ ....... ,). 
~r~ta - - - id to t  and 'n '~(a)=a' .  
Definition 3.1'7. Suppose N is a mouse, K~ a base for N. N is a rat over • if it has 
a vicious sequence. 
The remainder of this section shows: ,(a ~ F: there are no ra~s over r~} is 
stationary in a' .  As before fix a 1" = ~,  rr ~-- ~r~. 
l.¢nnma 3.18. Let N be a rat over ~'. I f  N is the least itemti¢,n o[ its c:ore which is a 
rat over T, then Cs \ r  is countable. 
l '~ooL Let ~ ,  r~) be a vicious sequence, le t  .,/=max(r, p.,). Then 
N' = hN/'('¢ U {Pt¢.} U (CN\¢~). 
So there is a countable C ~-: C•\'r with 
~ h~."(~ u {0~.~ u CA all i < o~. 
Let C be the initial segment of CN\~" with the same order ':ype as C. Le t /~ be the 
iteration of ccre(N) with C~\ r  = (~. Let 
, r :~ '~N' t  hN."(V U(pMU C). 
I 
Let ~ = ¢r-~(~). Then (~, v) is viciotts for/~,\ So N = ~ b~' minim=~,lity. 
M is said to be a minimal rat over T if 
(a) K, is a base for Mr, 
(b) M is a :at over ~r, and a mouse at ~, 
(c) ICM\~-I = oJ1, 
(d) N is a mouse at K, Cra unbounded in r, OnN/V<OnnM,  then N is not a 
rat over 'r. 
Lemm~ 3.19. There is at most one minima| rat over T. 
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Pt t~.  Let M~ be such a rat at ~ and iterate to regular 0 > K. Suppose N is a 
mouse at 0 with C~ unbounded in 0 and OanN<OnNM.  
Claim: N* ~s well founded. 
Proof. Suppove (g~,,r~) were a vicious sequence. N~ Mo and there is an N-  
definable mar.' of 0 onto On n N. ~"(~ ~ ~ov~, ,oar  M-cardinal so On f3 N< oO~ "n. ~ 
N and hence (g~(i<m)}~M~. Let ~/=max(r. PM'). There is C~CM,\~I such that 
tCI = ~o~ and . , ga . h~(3~ U{pr~;}O C). And ::here is ~r such that 
o-: ~ ~ Mo I h~(~/u  {pM u C). 
Say N=~r-z(f¢), ~ =o'-~(g~). Then /VCM', C~ = ~r-t(C~) is anbounded in ~. So 
(g-, ~'~) is rick,us. Contradiction (with (d))! [_q(Claim) 
So Ad0 sativfies (a), (b) and (d). Now suppose M satisfies (a)--(d), AT,/a mouse at 
~. Iterate to a regular 0 > K, ~. If ~ ~ Me, then by the claim ~ is not a rat. 
Similarly if M9 ~ ~-ie. So Ms = J~-fo, and core(M) = core(if.l). But (c) now dete ,nines 
M uniquely. [] 
Suppose tLere is a rat over r. Let K be least such that for some mouse M: 
(i) M is ~t mouse at K, 
(ii) 1Cry\r[ z*- ~ol, 
(iii) M is v rat over r. 
Then pick M with properties (i)-(iii) such that On f'l M is minimal. M is a minimal 
rat over ~r. Fcr (a) and (b) are dear;  (c) foUows by Lemma 3.15. FinaPv, if N is a 
mouse at K a~.ad CN is unbounded in K, Onf3 N<OnNM,  ]C~\r[>~cot so N is not 
a rat over z, so (d) holds. 
Hence if if, ere is a rat over ,r, then there is a urAque minimal rat. We denote this 
D~mit ion 3.;~. M = M " )= ~he least iterati¢~n of core(/~'/) at K ~ r such that M* 
~s not well f¢-'unded. 
By Lemm;~ 3.18, ICs~\'rl<ah. 
Del in i t~n 3.:~1. ~,  vi} is the canonical vicious sequence for M ~=) if: 
(a) ~ is the least [ such tha~: there is a vicious sequence (g,, 1-,) with ~ = [ and 
(gj, r~) = q~, ,~,) ~j < i), 
(b) v~ is the least v such that there is a vi:ious sequence (g,, r,)  with (g~, ¢i) = 
(f~, ~,j> (i<-i) 
Immma 3.22, I[ ~,  vi) is the canonical vicicus sequence, then M' = U rng(.ft). 
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Proof. The proof is a continuation of l.~mma 3A1 anc! we use the t~otation there 
developed, replacing N by M. So X=U~ rng(.fi), sup 5~ = % r__X, ~trv=sup m; 
II~ I -t J ,  I, j o.x, tr. d~---. ,.,-_x,~vtu,A, A4 is a moase with (AT/)' = ATf'. f~fgO 
normal at ~, ~ = tr-t(p~,). 
Let (/~, fi,~, ~) be the mouse iteration of/Q. Then there are cq :~/'~--* M; with 
tro=tr, ~o  = ~,  tri(~)= r~ (i<])./~>~r, K~ is a ba~e for/Q'. If j~r-t(f,), then 
([i, vi) is vicious so AT,/* is not well founded. ~/'---h~,"(rO~U~) where fi= 
U~<,, o'-t(u~) is countable. So C~,\~" is countable. S, IC~t~ \'~[ = tot. 
Claim: There is no N ~ M' ,  with Cf~ unbounded in ~,, such that 31 is a ral. 
Proof. Otherwise let (~, ~'~) be a vicious sequence. Let N --: tr(/~r), g~ = o~(~). Then 
No/Q, C~ =tr(Cr~) is unlxmnded in g" (iQ a mouse at i!) and N ]s a rat, with 
(gi, r~) vicious. But by (c) in the definition of hTf this iis impossible, ~(Claim) 
So /~, has properties (a)-(d) and hence ~Q,~,=/Q. by Lemma 3.19. iM is an 
iterate of core(AT/), ~<~<r ,  and /Q is a rat, so /Q=M,  if ~=tr-~(f~), M '= 
Ui<~,rng(/~), [~<~[~ in M'. But ]:i=~ since <~,vi) ~s canonical, so M'-- 
Ui<o, rng~). 
Definition 3.23. ~ =~ nB~; b~ =dome) .  
For the rest of the chapter we shall discuss M~") for different a, and we index 
AT/, M, f~, v~, g~, ~ to show which r,, is refen'ed to. 
Let za ={a ~ F: there is a rat overt ~x}. 
The next lemma is the main technical step towards howing/~zi ~s stationary. 
Lemma 3.24. I f  ~ ,a~/ t  and b[ "~, h~")~rng0r,~,) (ii<a,), then h ta)-  ~-lCh(~h 
~,= ~,  
ProoL Set .~ = ~-a, ~ = ~,, .~ = Ira, M =/W °~, 7r = ,r, (so ~ra = ~r~-). b~ = b~ , /~ = 
~--~(b~), ~ =~"~, h, = h~ "), ~ =,~-~(/~)and 
x = U f':e,"~. 
t<:cu 
The proof consists of a long series of claims. 
Claim 1: Suppose r is rudimentary. 17~en there is n < ~ and a p,r. traction 4a s~ach 
that for f, ~ domf.f~), ~(~)~ dom(f~+,) and fi~,~(th(~)):-- r(J;(vl) . . . . .  fi(um)). 
Claim 1 is an immediate consequence of Definition 3. I0(i~3. 
Claim 2: X is rudimentary closed. 
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Proof. Suppose i;e~ ~"~. Then ¢h(~) = ~(~'(~)) =~(~(~)) where ~/~,  say, where 4) 
is as in Claim 1. d)(.~)~ . .  so (#(/;)e ~"~+.. This suffices. L.q(Claim 2) 
Since the ,;u,a are cofina]l in X, and using Lemma 3.22, tq  
Claim 3: (X, UC~X, A f ' )X) .<x,M UA • ' (=  J~ '  , say). 
Let or:/Q' ~-* (X, U fq X, A 7~ X) with /Q' - o,.~, Iv  . There is a mouse /Q with 
(#t ) '  = ~'. 
Claim 4: X ~ r = rng(~') f3 'r (hence (r ~ ~ = ~ ~ r). 
Proof. (~)  1-et v<l- ,  v = ,~'(i;). Say v<8~. Let ~ = ~--~(6~); then fi<6~, 8~ = rng(/~-) 
(since 6~=rqg(h~)) so let i ;=l~(~), ~dom(/~-) .  Let g=~'(~).  Then v=~(~)= 
f,(Oex. 
(~)  If v~i X~T say v=/~(~), ~= ~(~). Choose i with v<6~. Then , ,=~(~) ,  
v= ~'(i0, so verag(#)~r  (~ = h~(~)). ~(Ca im 4). 
Suppose 1) no,anal on ~. 
Claim 5: f :~  (by Claim 4). 
Claim 6: IJ a c V< ,r and a c: X, then a e rng(~') and ~r-'(a)= or-'(a). 
Proof. Say lz = fi(v), v = ~-(~), a ~ 6~ for some i. There are n, ~b such that for all 
6, ¢ ~ dom(/~), 
q~(~, ~)~ dome+,)  
and 
by Claim t 
Hence  
::: #({~(~): ~e dom(~)^ lh+.d#(~, ~) = I}). 
So a ~ rng('~'). Also 
or ~(a) = or-'"(a C~ X n T) 
= ~-~(a), [](Claim 6) 
It follow'~ at once from Claims 5 and 6 that: 
Claim 7: ~ is a base for /0.  
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NOW let ~ = o'-t~). 
Claim 8:  n = = 
Claim 9: (~, v~) is vicious, ~hat is, i~ is a vicious sequence for I('l* --~ ~4 ''~. 
So as in Lemma 3.22: 
Claim 10: Ic~\~i<to~. 
Let (AT/~, ~,  ~) be the mouse iteration of hTt, (M, ~lir ~) that of M. There is 
O'i . Mi~"~xa Mi  with  
tr~fi~ = ~i~r~, 
As in Lemma 3.22: 
Claim 11: If N is a mouse at ff~,~ with C~ co~nal in ~,  and On~ N<On ~AT4~,, 
then ff~ is not a rat over ~. 
So/V/has properties (a)-(d) of the min.irnai~.ty definition and sc, ATt = ATt ~a~. 
Claim 12: /~/= M ~a). 
Proof. ~1 is an iteration of core (~an)), at k ~ ?, with/~ a rat over r. So it suflicies 
to show that M is the least such, S'appose not. Let ~r be an iteration of core(/0 ~)) 
at ~>,~, ,r/<~ with N a rat. tet  /~:~'--*~,/ft' be the iteration map. Then 
tr/~:/~'--,~M', tr/~t-r/=~rt~. Let O=p~,.rng(/~)=:h~,(~Ul~). Say -¢=suptr"~, 
p = tr(l~) and Y = hm,(~ 0 p). Then rng(cr/~) ~ Y. Set. 
k:N'  ~,(Y ,  Uf~ Y, Af3 Y). 
So k : N ' - -~  M' cofinally. Take N a mouse such that (N}'=N', Let Cr = k-~ cr/~, so 
# : /9 ' -~N' .  
If (~, ri) is vicious in /~, then (6"(ga), T~) will be ~icious in N, so by minimality 
-- ! 
N=M.  Hence M'=h~,"(VO{p}), tr:I~f---~,M, ~r(~)=p, tr(,~)>~y so ~/ '= 
h"(  { ~.qU 0})=rng(/~). So /~=id ~3-~ ,N=M.  Contradiction! ~(C'laim 12) 
So tr(j~) =jfi and since (f~, v~) is the canonical vi, zkm~ sequence for bf, 
So b~ = b~ ) and the lemma is proved. [] 
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Lem__ma 3 .~.  A is not station~ry in a'. 
Proof. Supp~se it were. Take a ~ .4. Set .~-,,: = ~;~"X~- for t~ < a. Then 
cf(c~)>to so~here is ~ i<a with b~ "~, h~'~Ais ,  fc, r all i<~o. Let l(a) be the least 
such 5. I is ~ regressive function; take zF~_ ~ st:~tionary with I constant on A'. 
If ~ ,ae~' ,  &<a,  then b~ ~, h~X,~,  b~ *~, h~)eXo~ where ao is the 
constant val,~e of I. So b~ ,  h~e rng(~ra,) a~cl so by Lemma 3.24, ¢ra~(b~ )= b~ *~ 
and u~ ) = ~/,~'); call this valae v~. 
K,, = L.t~,, mg(~r,) so there is a ~ z~' with ;,~ ~ mg(~r~) all i < o~. Set ~, = ~r~,*(v,). 
Since a ~1 ' ,  q~"), u,) is vicious; that is, for all i~ to, ~(f~)~)(v,+,)ECr(I~'))(v~), 
where Or= ~*~"'. But then in M x'~,/'~$)~(~,+~)~)(~,) all i:.to. But M ~") is well 
founded. C~ntradiction! [3 
Lx-~mm~.~ 3.25 is the only r~ ;ult after Corollary 3.16 that is used in the rest of 
the proof. 
4. The cOv,~r~ lemma 
In this s¢l|:tion we shall prove all the case.~, of (CL) except one. 
Let A ={~F:  there are no rats over ~ i .  A is stationary by Lemma 3°25. 
cf(¢) ¢: to, t ,en F=A by Corollary 3.12. Ncw ft~: a~A,  ~- = ~-~, 7r = cry. 
Lemma 4.1 I f  r is a K-cardinal, then there ;~ an i:~ner model with a ' measurable. 
Proof. Supe~ose r is a K-cardinal. ~r t a = id ~ (~, ~r(a)= a' ,  a '  regular and by 
Lemma 3.~5 there is ~" ~ ~r, ~ ' :K -~,  K. S~ by Lemma 2.2 a '  is measurable in 
some innel~ model L u. 
Suppose for the rest ,of this section th,'~t here is no inner model with a 
measurabk~ Hence ~" is not a K-cardinal. 
Let ~ = ~1~, ~ < r. 9~(÷) N K~ K~ by cardinahty considerations (/~x = q). So there 
is a boundgd subset of r in K\K, .  Hence faere is a mouse N with some a ~ N, 
a ~_ -y < ¢, d~ K,~ If N = J~ and/3 is least with a ,~ 3B+1, ~hen a 
results of [3]. 
Defl~aion 4.2, If N is a mouse at ~r  with T<~r such that ~(T)NZo,(N)~ K~, 
with the p~operty that 
(i) if K '<K and N' is a m,)use at x', rhea for all T '<% ~(T')NZ~(N')~_K~, 
(ii) if N' is a mouse at K and OnNN'<OnAN.  then for all T'<a', 
then N is ~*led the m~nirnal collapsing mo;~e at r. 
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We denote N by N ¢*~ when necessary. Clearly the minimal collapsing mouse 
exists and is unique. 
Leamaa 4.& N~' r  is a cardinaF, K~ = H~. 
PmoL The proof consists of three claims. 
;21aim I: K., ~_ H~. 
Proof. Suppose not; take a ~ K~ with a c 8 < ~- but J,",- N. Take ~ greatest such 
that S~ " _~ N. Define g : rl --> On N N by g(t,) = the least ~ such thai: S,~ ~ S~V, where 
N = J~' is a mouse at K. Either act N or supv<n g(v) = ~o/3. 
There is a mouse M~K~ at a K'>T, 8, "q such that a, $ ,~ M. berate M, N to 
r~gular 0>~. Let (M, w~i), (/~, ~'~i) be the iter~,tior. Suppose Mo c /~.  Then 
a ~ ~(8) f3 Mo ~_ ~(-5) f3 No ~- 9~(b ") f3 N since 8 < ~" ~ ~. 
So sup,,<~g(v)=to/3. Let go have the same ~-definition as g over No. So 
sup.<~ g0(v)= On ONe. ~o since go(u)= the least ,ff such that S~,~ S[ ~°, S~d No, 
But S~eM=> ~roo(S.~;eMoc....No and woo(S~) =S. since ~'> n~ & Contradic- 
tion! So No ~Mo. So N~M~. But if beJ~,o(N)N~(3,), bC..K~, 
b~Mo=>b~M (since ~'>V), 
=b~K, .  
Contradiction! E](Claim I) 
Ulaim 2: H~___/~, 
I.J Proof. Suppose a ~ N, a ~_ 8 < ~, act/~. Take ,q least ',~ith a ~ J~+~. 71 ~ ~ (other- 
wise a eL : :>a~K~)  so j v is a mouse at K, contradicting Definition 
4.2(ii). I:](Claim 2) 
Claim 3: N~',r is a cardinal'. 
Proof. Otherwise say N~?=8,  8<r .  Let r~8 z code a well order of type ~. By 
Claim 2, r e K~. But K, is admissible (~r :K~-->~, K~., and K~, is certainly admissible 
since ~" is a K-cardinal). Con~adiction! [] 
Lemmaa 4.4. N is the only mouse that satisfies: 
(a) N is a mouse at son~ K ~ ;r, 
(b) N n~(-y)___ K_~ for ~<% 
(c) .~,,,(N) n~(-,,) C; K, for y<'r ,  
(d) CN ~_ ,'r. 
~ooL  Proof consists cf two claims. 
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Claim 1: N satisfies (a)-(d). 
Proof. (a)-(;) are proved already. Suppose ld) fziled. Take ~'~C~\r .  Then the 
iteration of eore(N~ to ~¢' would contradict Definition 4.20). El(Claim 1) 
Oaim 2: i~ M satisfies (a)--(d), then M= N. 
Prgo[. Iter~te M,N to regular 0. Let (M~), (N)  be the iterations Suppose No eMo, 
Then N ~  and there is ae~,o(N)fa@(',,)\K~ so aeMo.  "t-'hen aeM,  But 
a'(v) n M_<: K.. 
Similarly we cannot have Mo ~ No. Hence .9/~ = No. So M ~ N. But then (a) and 
(d) determine [C~I so M~N.  [] 
Lemma 4.!!;. ICily<co. 
Proof. Let /~'~ core(N) with <N,, ~q) the ite; atiou of the core. Suppose ICN[> to. 
i¢,~ < ~" SO ?q~, ~/~,. So fo~ i < -r, N~ E K, (K~ ='al~ iterates of mice exist' since /~, 
certainly inodcls this statement). Suppose a ~,~(N)\K~.  !CN! =q" so ICNI is a 
multiple oi! co% If a %~<r ,  ~<i<z ,  i a raultiple of ~o'0, then a ~,o(N~). Bm 
N~ ~ K~ so a ~ K~. Contradiction! [] 
This co¢ cludes the ger~eral theory ef N ("~. The proof now breaks into a number 
of cases. 
Case 1: ct'(r') > ¢o cr K ~ ~' is a limit cardinal. Lel m be least such that p~ + ~ < q-. $6, 
m >~ n (N). 
Lemma 4,6. cf(9~) > co. 
~. off .  Let N = core(N). Suppose/~ is a :noasc at ~. Let n = n(N). If m > n, then 
= N sivce 
so CN = ~l So it will suffice to show cf(p~) co. 
If m = 'h then the iteration map /~'---~ N'  is cofinal so again cf(p~)> co will 
r~l+l suffice, L,:,,t ~/= ON .71 is a cardinal in N s¢ by Lemma 4 .3 , /~  ~'~q is a cardinal'. 
Suppose ~ < a is a K~-cardinal. Then 3' is a K-c~xdinal s ince /~ </~, ,  a '  regular. 
If "0 < % :hen @(rt) N K ~_ ~(3') N K ~/~ .¢- ,~, contradiction! So ~1 ~> ~/. Let -tl + = 
(~+),',. 
Case 1: I +='r. 
Then I' cannot be a limit cardinal in K ,,o cf(~+) =cf(r)>co. 
Case 2: rl +¢" r. 
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Then vi ÷ is regular in /(4 se r~+~t  by the remark preceding Case 1. So 
ef(~+)>t~. 1<~ so ~÷~<~ since ~ is regular in N. &:~ 71 + regul~x in N. But/V is 
(m + 1)-,;ound and O~ ' t  < ~+, So cf(p~) = e~(rl ÷) >. to. '~ is  eompl,etes the proof of 
Lemma 4,6. []  
Case 1.1: For some ae&lC~, ' . l<¢o.  
Pick such an a ~ A. Let N =/~) .  K~ is a base for N. Let N* = N" ,  or* = ~r N'. 
N* is well founded since a ~ z~. Let p --- P~r, A = A~. 
Define p' = sup ~r*"p, ~r' -- ~r* [ J~, A '  = U~<,~ rr'(~i?~  A). ~: t  M-3, , -  .A M'  = 
~' M' or' = ~r M Jo,. Then = M ~, by Lemma 3.9. 
Let n = n(N). 
Case 1.1.1: m>n,  
As in the proof of Demma 4.6 N is a core mouse, el(p) ~- aJ so re' ig strong so by 
[3, 5.17] there is a critical premouse/Q with n = n(N), M =/~rt,,) rLnd N m-sound. 
Claim: N is a mouse. 
Proof. [3, 5.22] gave relations R~- . .  R~ 2~a(/(/') ha ~l  such that 
/V is a mouse ~ R~. -  • R~ are well fouladed. 
Take P[ rud in M'. P'ic_Jp,, which code R'v Let Pi have the sa~ne rud definition 
over M. P~ are well founded since N i ra  mouse, and ~r' is strong since cf(p)>to so 
P'~ and hence R'~ are well founded. ~(Claim) 
So I(I~.K. M'~_I~"~)~K. Let q = p~+t  q ,= ~r'(q). ' [hen 
M = hM"(Jp~*, O {q}). 
Let rl = p~.t ,  "0' = ~r(~). Let Y = h,w"(Jn, U {q'}). Ther~ Y ~ K, ~'~': =~' < r'. Finally 
X c nag(w) ~ ~r'"h~"U~ U{q}) 
___ h,~i"(J ~, o (¢}) 
=Y.~i 
Case 1.i.2: m = n, 
Set u '=u,<o~-(uns~) .  Then IN*I=IMI, N* -  ~.,,A. Jo' ~ 'rr'= :~r ~. If n > 0,  w* is 
strong. Take /~/a  critical premouse with n(/~ r)= n and/~ =/~' .  ~r is iterable by 
Lemma 3.13. If n =0,  ~r is a mouse. But if n>.0,  ,~v* is strong so again/~r is a 
mouse. So /Q~K,  M--I~(")~K. Set q = pN.iJCt~, Then qc_~On~M, q finite, and 
M = h,,,"(J,~ u {q}). 
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Let Y= h~,~,"(J,~,O{q'}) where q'= ,r(q)e !~( since q' is finite. The rest of the 
proof is as Case 1.1~1, 
Case 1.2: For all t~ ¢ A, 16 ~,o~[ =~. 
For any cz, if N ~'° is a mouse at r, ~ I> r,~; but ~ = sup C~.,, C~., G ~r~ so ~ = z~. 
So cf(r ' )  = ~o. 
The structure (N~"): a ~ A) is called a rxes~ of mice. In Section 5 it will be shown 
that the existence of a nest of mice implies *.:he xistence of an inner model with a 
measurabl~ cardinal. 
Case 2: cf(~-')=~o and Kg'r' is a succes,~:or c,~rdinal. 
In this ¢zse we can show ~" is not a K-~ ardinal and hence derive a contradic- 
tion. 
Say ~"=:/3'* in K. Then /3 '~a ' .  For t~ .A  let /3=/3, =1r-1(/3). K,~/3 is the 
largest ca:~-dinal. Let N = N t~. ~ =n~ = nl N) and m =m,  =the largest m such 
that p~>~r. Set O=p,  =0~,  A =A~ =A~ and M=M~ =J#.  Then 0~</3 since 19 
is a card~rlal in N and hence in K,. 
C~\(/3 -:- 1) = !~ otherwise if 3' >/3, T < r, ~? ~ CN, then N~ 3' is regular so K, ~ 3' is 
regular. Let q =o~ = p.~\fl, q is the <,- lea~t q ___ p such that hM"((fl + 1)U q)= M. 
"l~ere is a stationary A '~A such that for 6<a,  ~,tx~z~', ma=m~,, n~=n,,, 
~ ='L ,  q:, n~-,. = .~r~(~ n ~,~). 
For a ~i a '  define a (partial) map of/3 cnto K, by 
=~ x if x = h(i, ~,/3, q) ~ K.~, 
It)) 
[ undefined otherv, ise. 
Either p ~= ~r or p > r and • is regular in M, so cf(p)= cf ( , )= o. 
Pick two monotone sequences: 
- ~1-~ )~<:.~ with/3 < ro and sup r~ = ,. 
,~)ko , -  (P~)~<:~ with sup ~ = toy. 
Suppose f has the ~-def in i t ion 
x = f(~) <-* MV~y $(y, x, ~,/3, q). 
Define 
[u ndefined otherwise. 
U f, = f- .fust as in Letmna 3.25 there is a ~,tationary ~"_  zV such that if ti < a ~ A, 
then {/q~: i <ta}~mg(~a~).  
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Ianmna ~7.  There is a unique ~ ~ we~ such that 
(a) ~a. :/¢~)-".~,N ~"', 
(c) ~-,~.(q~) = q., 
for tt, ct -= A", ~ <<-ct. 
l~of .  Let "r=~',, ~r = ~ra~,, M = M,, - A  Jo,  q = q,. Set Y = h~"(~¢'(~3~ + 1) U {q}). 
Claim: YNK,  = rng(~). 
I 
Pr,.of. (~) Say y = ~r(f), f ~ K , .  Say f = ~'~)((i, v)), v ,~./3a. Then !~ = ~")((i, w(v))~, 
u~/3~. So yeY .  yEK~ is clear. 
(~_) Suppose y~ YN/~.  Say y =ft~)(~), (~rng(~r I/3a). Then y =~)( .~) (some 
(), so if ~r(~)= (, ~ =~)(~) ,  then y = ',r(f). ~(Claim) 
Let ¢r:l~I~*(Y, A f ' l Y ) .  Say t~I=J~. So ~ -H  ~ and ~-N~,o=~r. Let g/= 
~-~(q). So 
(*) (/ is the <, - least  q c_ 15 such that h~"((~a + 1) U I-q}) = !J~/I. 
There is a mouse/~ which is m-sound with/~i[ = 1~ "~) and a unique extension 
~- _ 4r such that ~ :/V---,~ N and standard parameters are preserved. N~ N ~s) by a 
familiar argument, for 19(1-~)f3/~c K,~ and -v,o(N)f'l.q~(l"a)~ K,,. But by minimal- 
ity of N ~a) this can only mean/~ is an iteration of 1'4 ~a~. 
Claim: !~l = N (~). 
Proof. Suppose N (a) is a mouse at ff and (r-: N(~:--~ N is the iteration map, 
N(~:pN. By (*), tr(~)U{~}__.iF. Now "g-(~)=q~ and ~,~ =~ so ~/=qs. Hence 
g E,~r(q~). But ffCrng(~r)! Contradiction! El(Claim) 
Lemma 4.7 is proved []  
(N(a),(qrs~)a<,~a,,) is a direc't system, cf(a')>oJ so its dhect limit is well 
founded. Let N be the transitive', collapse of the limit, ~,~: the lhaait maps. N', M 
will be the direct limits of 
(N(~>',('g'~ [ N(~))s<,~a.) and (M,,(@~, [ M~)a<,~a-), 
respectively. So N is a premouse, N '= (N)' and M :=--/~""~. 
Claim: N is a mouse. 
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Proof. [3,!L22] gave relations R~'~. •• R" ,'~(N') ia ~ such that 
J~r is a mouse ~-~ Ro" • • R, are well founded. 
Define R : I . . .  R :  over N ~'~)' in the same way. For a~A" ,  R~. . .  R :  a:e well 
founded. ~:[ut R~ = I J ,<,.  ~R~'  and a '  is regular so R~ is well founded (0 ,~< i ~< n). 
So N is a mouse. [](Claim) 
So N~K,  M=N~"~)~K. Set q = ~'~(q~) for a~A" .  So 
I;d! = U IMp[ = U h~"(((3~ +l t U {q~}) = l~"((fl' + 1) U {q}). 
And r '  ~_ J~4. SO 
Contradic~iont This comptet~ Case 2. U'~ 
5. Nests e~f mice 
Deflntflor~ $.1. A nest of mice is a sequence (N~"): a~k ' )  such that 
(i) A' is a stationary subset of A;/V ~ is the minimal collapsing mouse over r~, 
(ii) N ~"~ is a mouse at r~, tc~,,,l=,o, cf(N'NOn)>oa, 
(iii) if 6, a~A' ,  6<,~. and ~6 is re~ular in K~., then wa.(-p)>sup 7r"=q, 
(iv) if o e A, then C~,.:., =__ nag0r~o~) (ao = min(/t')). 
Section 4 showed: 
Lemma 5,2. Suppose there is no inner r.todet of the universe with a measurabge 
cardinal. '~en either (CL) holds or there is a sequence satisfying (i) and (ii) and r' 
is a limit cardinal in K• 
Lemma $,3. I f  there is a sequence satisfying (i} and (ii), then there is a nest of mice. 
ProoL F(~r ctEA let r=r , ,  7r = 7r~,, N=N ('~). Suppose V~>a ', 3' regular in K,,, 
~/= a' .  Sl~ppose c f (v )<a ' ,  cf(v)>a~ so (*) has been proved for ~, (for (*) see 
Section 111. If X is cofinal m % X<a,  there is Ye  K such that X~_ Y and ~K <3". 
So V not ~egular in K. Contradiction! So V regular in r~, , /~a '  ~ cf(~,) = a'.  If (iii) 
failed on a closed unbounded set C we could get "7~ Nt~d, regular in N ~,~ 
(So = min C) such that 6, ,~ ~ C ~ ~a~(~) =sup rr~q. Then 7r~(~) would be regu- 
lar in K,,; but cf0r~,(q))= ~ <~' .  Contradiction! 
So thert: is a stationa~¢ zV~ ,4 such th:tt (i)--(iii) hold. Take z~ = {a ~ A': a a limit 
point of ,1'}, a ~ ~ :~ cf(a)>to. SO there is 6 e dt fh a with CN,~,_ c rng(1r~). Let 
l(a) be the least such 6. 1 is regressive ca A. If A" is such that l"A"= 1, A"c ~. ~" 
stationary, then (.~"~: a e ~") is a nest of mice. [] 
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From now on let (NtiS: a e A') be a fixed nest of mice. As:tturte ~" a limit 
cardinal in K. 
Fix ~<a,  ( t ,a~a ' ,  ~=,,~, ~'=~'~,, N=N ~'~, / ~ :=N~,  # = ~r~,~, r = ~r~. Let 
M'  = M ' (~  =/q'*,  ~" = ¢r '(~) = ~'N'. 
I ,emnm 5.4. M' is transitive. 
ProM. By convention we need otdy show it is well founded, l~f ~,  v~) were a 
vicious sequence in /~ then ~,  ¢(v~)) would be vicious; but & ~A. [] 
Since cf(/~'NOn)>to, $r' is sc,3ng. So there is a critical premouse M ~dth 
(M) '= M', n (M)= n(N). ~r' extends to a map $r :/V--~, M. M i:~ a mouse as in 
Case 1.1.1 of the proof in Section 4. 
Lemma 5.S. K~ ~ M. 
Proof. Let 3' < ~ < ~'. We must sll~ow 
-Dn'v: C= M 
Assume without loss of general;.~3, %rl e rng(~r) (since ~ is cofinal); say -[ = ~'(~/), 
~i = "~(~)- Then 
JC  ~N and w,o~ , - -~  • 
However, 
I~mmJl 5o6. ~.(M') n e*(3`) c_ K~ :or 3` <'r. 
Proof. Suppose ae  ~I(M')N~(V).  Assume a ___ V = ~(~/), "Y regular in K÷. (,r' is a 
limit cardinal in K, so this is possible.) By choosit~g q large enough we may 
assume that a is ~l(M') in a parameter of the forra ¢r(f)(v) where [ :~/~ N', 
v<3`. 
Let/2 = (~+)K, and ~z = sup ~"lL Then 
3` < ~ < ~(/2) = 3`+K, 
so/x is not a cardinal in I~. If tr = ~r t K a, then tr : K~ "~z, K~ eofi:a~dly and K a is a 
base for/V. Let N'=/V'*, 6"= cr r~'. Define k :/Q'-*x~ ~V~ by 
k(6OO(~)) = ¢rff)(v) 
for f~SO~'. So a~£a(/Q'). There is a mouse /Q with (/Q)' = ~' .  I~erate /~, M to 
regular 0 > ~-. If Mo c_/~o, then t~ is not a cardinal in ~,~ hence in/~o and hence in 
/Q; but we know"/Q~  a cardinal. So/Qo E Mo. So a ~ .Mo :~ a t~ b~. [] 
Lemma 3.9 does not apply here since K~ ¢ H~!. 
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Corollary ~.7. (a) /~ = H~. 
(b) ~ ,  "-~ r. 
(c) p~, =.~¢r(~,\~). 
Defmitio~ .~5.8. C = C~ := -~"C~. 
Le, , ,ma S.!i'. 3" ~ C ~ 3" .~: N (UM n h~,"i3" u ~i~.,})). 
I t~li M '  -- jU .A  ", O ~, Proof  . . . . .  - o , N =J~" . Set x , ,=n(unh~.~(3"u{pM,}) ) .  It will suffice 
tha: 3"~/  for cofinal v in p. Say v=~'(~), 3"=.~(q), q~C;~. Let X= 
n (Onhs~(yU{pr~, \ ,} , ) .  Then q~X so 3'e e(X)=X.  [] 
Corollary ~,.10. X ~ U÷*  C \X  is bout, t ied in r. 
Proof. Ite~ate M,N to regular 0 > ~. M0 ~ No. Pick ~ < • such that 
Cla im:  G~\~I ~ C. 
Proof. Ot~;rwise, let T ~ CN\'q, 7~ C. CN ~- rag(~-), say 7 = ~, (T). Then .z/~ C~. 
So ~ is ~| (~ U Pyv). Hence T is 2~'(T U ~'(~.,)) and by (a) and Corollary 5.7(c), 
,v~'(3' U (p~,,)). So it is ~'~;(T U PM;)). So by (b). r is ~' ; (T U Pn; U (CNo\r)). Say 
T~=h~;(i ,~,,pm, g ) (i<co, 9<3 ' ,g~,~. \  ). 
So 3'¢ CN. Contradiction! [] 
_ 1u then M = ju  for some 8 </3. Corollary ~k12. I f  N - .  ~, 
C "~ " Proof. Le~ F = {X_ ~': C~\X Is bounded in ~}. Then N = J~, M = J~ by Corollary 
5.10 and l~emma 5.11. And 8</3 by Lemlaa 5.6. [] 
Hence 25! e N and/~ = H~ e N. 
Next w~x construct the measure on C. 
Definition 5.13. 
(i) /~r=/~") is the one step iterate of N. 
(ii) ~t s: ~ : N'--~x,/~ is the mouse iter~,tion map. 
(iii) ÷ ~ ÷,, = n(r). 
(v) ¢? --~i-~ :J~aL--h~.~] is defined by 
~|(~(f)(+)) = ~(~+(f))(r). 
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Obviously, ~r : /~a~/~.  
(vi) //~ = K~ = ~(/~). 
(vii) D =D,~ = rl(D,). So / (=L+[D] ,  / (=H~.  Let .a"=a ' \ i~r  ~here ao = 
rain z~'. For ~<a,  5~ZF ~' 
~(&) = ~(n~, -~ ~') 
= Hp, .~,  
=K. 
Similarly ~(~),~) = O. 
(viii) a = as  = (~÷)N. 
(ix) /~  =L , [D] .  
(x) 6=L)na  ~. 
That concludes the definition. 
/~_Nand " - ~ D~-  /~  H , For ,~ a 
Let "n'a,. :(1i~-. ~a)---~z.(/~, D~) be ,k~. ~/~-. (/~, ('~a~)a ..... ~a') is a commutative 
system; in particular, if h is a limit point of A", h ~ ~4", then (/(x, ('f,h;,),~<x) is the 
limit of (Ks, (~r~)~< .. . .  a.~<~), 
~(~,~,) n ~ = ~*(r~) n 
= ~'(~'s) n N. 
So if U~= U where N=J~,  then (/~, Us) is am,~nable and (/~, U,~)g'U,~ is 
normal measure on z~'. 
Proof. We just need 
for x ~/~-. Suppose x _ !~(~ra). Since/~- g ~ ~< ~-~there is X ~_ r~-, X ~ t~- such ~hat 
x =={{v: <v, n)~ x}: n <~,}, 
X~Na and "t?~,(x)=~'~,(x), ¢r,s(U~,nx)=%,~(U~nx). Hence ~'a,,(Uanx)= 
U~, n ~.  (x). [] 
Lemma $.15. sup qre~"~ < ~, for 5 < ~. 
l~mi .  If ~i-' = ¢r~. ~ N£,  then 
~' : N£~ M', ~'(p~:\+~) = p,~., 
~,  = 4-~, p~ n ÷~ ___ r~, 
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t~ ~ 0"~+) ~ is ~- regu lar  in K~'. FinaUy, 
Hence 
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=~. ~ =~ n ~'"~'" 
<~.  [ ]  
,.~" is cofi~al in ~' and c f (~ ' )>o so ((i/!~,/5,, U , ) , '~o)  has a well-founded 
direct limit. ,Call its transitive collapse 
((g, D, u), (~.)). 
K = L , [D]  f,:~r some g~, (t~'~, U) is zmlenable and 
(b~ U)~'U  is normal on #' .  
By Lemma 5.15, cf(t~)= o:' >(o. / )=  D R so /)c:: D (since ,o~ ~/().  Hence 
/~ =U{M~ 1~: M is ~ mouse}~ K. 
K~Vx~:~z  sc Also ~" :: ~ ' /~ ~ K~ where ~ = (C)~.  
Lemma 5.1~.. / (  = K~ (so is. = ~). 
Pr~L  We ~ork in a generic extension in wifich 1] = a' .  Let g : a '  ~-~ K n, Y~ = g"a 
for a < a'.  3'here is a stationary set z~"~_ zY' such that, for a ~ zl", 
(a) (v~, n f~ 'i'~)< (K~, DO, 
(b) Y~ N 1~" = rng(~) .  
For a ~ A" s'et 
(so ~'~ ~'/~ :: ~'~ and w~ t~. = w~). 
Claim: ff  (~ ~ a ", then I~, ~ ~.  
Proof. SuppOse not. Let a be a bounded subset of OnN/~ such that a¢ /~,  
a ~ K~. ~-~ : J~;~, ---~. K n so there is a mouse ~ ~ [(~ at some ~ > sup a with a ~ M. 
Let b be a ~i)unded subset of % with b~£.(N~'~\K,o. Iterate M,/~, to Mo, No at 
regular 0 > ~. If Mo ~ No, then a ~/~/~. So a ~ ((~ ( = H~).  But if No ~ Mo, then 
b ~/~ so b.~ M; hence b .~/~. Contradicti,m. [[](C1 ~n)  
Hence K,i~_/(. But we already knew/ (  ~ K~. [] 
So (K~,, U)~ 'U  normal on C', (K~,, U) is amenable, cf(t~)> oa, and ~" is regular 
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i nK .  So I .emma 2.3 gives U normal  on , '  in L u. A t  last we have: 
Tl~orem 5,17. Suppose there is no inner model of the~ universe with o meo2a~rab~e 
cardinal. Let X be an uncountable set of ordinals. Then there is Y =~ K such that 
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